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of his participation in the Conference, it served well the
cause of the Congress by the publicity his words received.
From the point of view of the Imperial Government,
Gandhi's presence in the Conference was also fruitful of
some results. It helped them to measure his influence over
the various sections of Indian political opinion, and his
capacity to find a practical solvent to the communal prob-
lem which the Congress so far regarded as a domestic issue,
jealously guarding it so long against any outside interference ;
it enabled them to foresee the precise character of opposition
that would come from the rank and file of the Congress ;
and finally, it weakened the Civil Disobedience Movement,
the suspension of which, in accordance with the " Delhi
pact " had already produced coma.
The Indian delegates returned home with a feeling of
uncertainty in regard to the " inner policy " of the Govern-
ment. The assurance that the future Indian Constitution
would be an All-India Federation was not enough. They
became apprehensive of the various complications that
were conjured up in the course of the deliberations. All
this would mean a considerable delay in coming to a decision.
Besides, the Indian Princes had not fully made up their
minds in regard to entering the Federation. Their in-
decision inspired Lord Sankey, at the close of the Conference,
to make a passionate appeal in the following terms :
" Gentlemen of the States," said the Lord Chancellor,
" India is thirsting, India is calling ; you have put the cup
to her lips—do not delay her drinking it. You have
excited the hopes of India. Hope deferred makes the heart
sick, and I very much hope that as soon as possible, you
or your rulers will be able to give us some definite assurance
that you will enter into the Federation. It will assist every-
body ; it will gratify the ambitions and the aspirations of
India, if we can have your positive assurance that, come
what may, your entry into the Federation is a certain fact."
On their way to India, the delegates were in varying
moods. The Indian Princes were now mainly concerned

